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Abstract
Evaluating anatomical variations in structures like the nasal passage and sinuses is
challenging because their complexity can often make it difficult to differentiate normal
and abnormal anatomy. By statistically modeling these variations and estimating
individual patient anatomy using these models, quantitative estimates of similarity
or dissimilarity between the patient and the sample population can be made. In
order to do this, a spatial alignment, or registration, between patient anatomy and
the statistical model must first be computed.
In this dissertation, a deformable most likely point paradigm is introduced that
incorporates statistical variations into probabilistic feature-based registration algo-
rithms. This paradigm is a variant of the most likely point paradigm, which incorpo-
rates feature uncertainty into the registration process. The deformable registration
algorithms optimize the probability of feature alignment as well as the probability of
model deformation allowing statistical models of anatomy to estimate, for instance,
structures seen in endoscopic video without the need for patient specific computed
tomography (CT) scans. The probabilistic framework also enables the algorithms to
ii
ABSTRACT
assess the quality of registrations produced, allowing users to know when an alignment
can be trusted. This dissertation covers three algorithms built within this paradigm
and evaluated in simulation and in-vivo experiments.
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modeling of CT data
Computed tomography (CT) scans are 3D volumes containing grayscale intensity
values at each voxel. These intensity values indicate the Hounsfield units (HU) which
comprise a quantitative scale used to describe radiointensity. Since different materials
exhibit different amounts of x-ray attenuation, they are associated with different HU.
Different tissue types have different material makeup, and therefore HU can be used
to differentiate them. CT scans allow for clear distinction between air, soft tissue, and
bone. This makes is relatively easy to automatically segment the airway and sinuses.
Although bones are generally also easy to segment in CT scans due to high contrast,
































































































































CHAPTER 2. SEGMENTATION AND STATISTICAL MODELING
Algorithm 2.2: Sample vertices
Input : Model shape: Ψ
List of ordered neighbors for all vertices: O
Number of vertices to sample: nsamples
Source vertex for spiral sampling: i
Output: Vector of sampled vertices: S
1 Initialize k ← 0, x← 0
2 Initialize S.resize()← nsamples
3 Initialize S0 ← i
for j ← 1 to nsamples do
5 Visit all neighboring vertices around current source vertex, i:
if k < Oi.size() then
7 if current neighbor k is unvisited then
8 Add unvisited vertex in one-ring neighborhood of i to list of
sampled vertices:
Sj ← Oik
10 Mark Oik as visited
11 Increment k:
k ← k + 1
13 Once all neighbors of current source vertex have been visited,
update current source vertex:
else
16 k ← 0

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































Statistical shape models (SSMs) not only facilitate a better understanding of the
variation present in a given population, but can also be used to inform how different
shapes may be allowed to deform. Since PCA-based models are generative models,
new instances of shapes can be estimated using PCA-based SSMs, making these mod-
els extremely powerful tools. One area that can benefit tremendously from generative
models is the field of medicine. Ease of access to medical imaging technologies has
created an abundance of medical images in many different modalities, including CT
scans, making it possible to build large scale SSMs of various structures. This begs
the question of whether these existing images can be used to build a framework that
































































































































































































CHAPTER 3. THE DEFORMABLE MOST-LIKELY-POINT PARADIGM







µ(j) = 1, (3.8)
where {v(1),v(2),v(3)} are the three triangle vertices. µ(j) can be computed as the
barycentric coordinates of y. If statistics are computed directly on a point cloud,
then each matched point would simply equal a vertex in the point cloud, y = v.
Each matched point, yi, can be defined to be the point on the mean shape, V̄,
and homologous to the actual point of correspondence, Tssm(yi, s), on the deformed
shape. Every time the model shape is deformed using the current shape parameters
during optimization, the deformed matched point can be estimated using the vertex








i , s), (3.9)
where v
(j)
i is the ith vertex of the mesh triangle on which the ith matched point, yi,
is located, and µ
(j)
i are the corresponding vertex weights. Again, if statistics were
computed on a point cloud, then the deformed matched point could be computed
directly as Tssm(yi, s) = Tssm(vi, s). Other representations of model shapes can also
be accommodated with appropriate assumptions.
How the vertices are deformed is dependent on the shape model being used to esti-















































































































































































CHAPTER 3. THE DEFORMABLE MOST-LIKELY-POINT PARADIGM
3.6 Published work
Material from this chapter appeared in the following publication:
1. A. Sinha, S. D. Billings, A. Reiter, X. Liu, M. Ishii, G. D. Hager, R. H. Tay-


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
s, is discussed next. ∇C is a stacked vector with the data transformation parameters
located on top of the deformable shape parameters. The notation Ja,b is used to
express the Jacobian of an expression, a, with respect to variable, b. With the notation














(Tssm(yi, s)− t) ,
∂R(r)T
∂ry





















































































































CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
the mean shape. In this experiment, the same number of modes were used by D-
IMLP to estimate the deformed shape as were used to generate the deformed shape
from which points were sampled. This was done in order to evaluate the performance
of D-IMLP with different number modes without bias since it can be assumed that
if fewer modes are used to estimate the shape from which points are sampled, the
performance will be worse than if that same number of modes are used. However,
how the performance of D-IMLP will be affected as the number of parameters to
optimize over increases in not known. When 0 modes are used, D-IMLP is effectively
IMLP, performing registration between the mean shape and points sampled from it.
10 registrations were performed in each set with known transformations sampled from
the intervals [0, 15] mm and [0, 9]◦ for translational and rotational offsets, respectively,
and applied to points sampled from the deformed shapes. Noise was added to both the
position and orientation of the sampled points, and two experiments were designed
based on different noise models. In this experiment, the noise assumptions made by
D-IMLP are identical to the noise in the generated data. In this chapter, the focus
will be on positional noise, and details of orientation noise added will be covered in
later chapters, where they are relevant.
4.5.1.1 Experiment 1: Isotropic position noise
For the first experiment, an isotropic noise model with SD of 1 mm in each direc-




































































CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
Figure 4.5: Sample size experiment: residual errors compared against TRE using
2000 sample points in Exp. 1 (left) and Exp. 2 (right). The two measures exhibit















































































CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
Figure 4.11: Noise model experiment: parameter sweep results show that D-IMLP
is unaffected by changing angular noise assumptions since orientations are not taken
into account by D-IMLP. Therefore, only the last plot (20◦) is visible since the plots
overlap almost perfectly. Errors are also stable (top) or gradually decreasing (bottom)


























CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
Figure 4.12: Outlier experiment: mean TRE with different number of outliers
using D-IMLP. Note that errors are increasing with increasing modes because for this
experiment the number of modes used to estimate the shapes equals the number of
modes used to simulate the deformed shape from which points were sampled.
Figure 4.13: Residual errors compared against TRE using the right nasal cavity
meshes in the outlier experiment with 0% outliers. The two measures exhibit corre-
lation with a correlation coefficient of 0.88.
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Figure 4.14: Residual errors compared against TRE using the right nasal cavity
meshes in the outlier experiment with 10% (top) and 20% (bottom) outliers. The
two measures exhibit high correlation when the sample points contain 10% outliers
with a correlation coefficient of 0.81, and weak correlation with the sample points























CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
Figure 4.15: Scale experiment: additional scale optimization increases TRE as
compared to when scale optimization is not required.
Figure 4.16: Scale experiment: errors in scale estimation using D-IMLP with in-














































CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
Figure 4.17: Leave-one-out experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced
by D-IMLP compared against that produced by CPD and SSM using the middle



































CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
Figure 4.19: Leave-one-out experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced
by D-IMLP compared against that produced by the SSM estimate using the right
nasal cavity meshes in the leave-one-out experiment.
117
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Figure 4.20: Leave-one-out experiment: residual errors compared against TRE
using the middle turbinate meshes in the leave-one-out experiment. The two measures
exhibit correlation with correlation coefficients of 0.91.
Figure 4.21: Leave-one-out experiment: residual errors compared against TRE
using the right nasal cavity meshes in the leave-one-out experiment. The two measures

































CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
Figure 4.23: Partial data experiment: An example of data generated for the partial
data experiment: (top) points are sampled only from the ilium and ischium on the
pelvis mesh, and (bottom) points are sampled from the front section of the right
























CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
Figure 4.24: Partial data experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced

























CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
Figure 4.25: Partial data experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced by
D-IMLP compared against that produced by the SSM estimate using the right nasal
airway meshes.
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CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
Figure 4.26: Partial data experiment: residual errors compared against TRE using
the pelvis (top) and right nasal airway (bottom) meshes. The two measures exhibit

























CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
Figure 4.27: Failure detection experiment: Confusion matrix (top) and correlation
between Ep and TRE (bottom) with a correlation coefficient of 0.90 when the noise


























CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
Figure 4.28: Failure detection experiment: Confusion matrix (top) and weak corre-
lation between Ep and TRE (bottom) with a correlation coefficient of 0.46 when the














































CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
























CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
Figure 4.30: Leave-n-out experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced by
D-IMLP.
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CHAPTER 4. D-IMLP ALGORITHM
Figure 4.31: Leave-n-out experiment: residual errors compared against TRE show
that the two measures exhibit high correlation using the facial expression data with
a correlation coefficient of 0.81 (top), and no correlation using the human pose data











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
tion is used to convert the noise model for the orientation residuals to Gaussian form
in order to leverage the chi-square test with 2ndata DOF.











and in its approximation of the Fisher distribution, θn = cos
−1 (ŷnRx̂n) is the angular
residual between x̂n and ŷn and σ
2 ≈ 1
κ
is the variance of the Fisher noise model.
Under the assumption of correspondence and a wrapped-Gaussian approximation of
Fisher noise, the sum of square angular residual errors between the orientations of
matched points can be assumed to be distributed as the sum of squares of 2ndata
independent wrapped-Gaussian distributions. Therefore, the sum of square angular
residual has a chi-square distribution with 2ndata DOF and a registration can be













to the value of the chi-square inverse CDF with 2ndata DOF at some probability, p,
denoted by chi2inv(p, 2ndata). If a registration is not already rejected based on the















































































































































CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
rameters, s, is discussed. As for D-IMLP, ∇C is a stacked vector with the data
transformation parameters located on top of the deformable shape parameters, and
Ja,b is used to express the Jacobian of an expression, a, with respect to variable, b.




(∇Cpi +∇Cni) +∇Cshape (5.21)
∇Cpi =
[











(Tssm(ypi , s)− t) ,
∂R(r)T
∂ry
(Tssm(ypi , s)− t) ,
∂R(r)T
∂rz
(Tssm(ypi , s)− t)
]
Jzi,t = −R(r)T (5.22)
Jzi,s = Jzi,Tssm(ypi ,s)JTssm(ypi ,s),s
















2 · · · wpnm
]
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CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 5.2: Sample size experiment: increasing TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) with







CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 5.4: Sample size experiment: residual errors compared against TRE using
2000 sample points in Exp. 1 (left) and Exp. 2 (right). The two measures exhibit








Experiment1 1000 73.33(100.00) 100.00(66.67)
1500 76.67(86.96) 100.00(63.33)
2000 80.00(100.00) 100.00(66.67)










































































CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 5.10: Noise model experiment: mean TREs produced by D-IMLP (top)
and D-IMLOP (bottom) in Exp. 3 show that small changes in orientation noise do
not have large influence on registration result. Note that the errors are increasing
with increasing modes only because for this experiment the number of modes used to
estimate the shapes equals the number of modes used to simulate a new shape from
which points were sampled.
169
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Figure 5.11: Noise model experiment: residual errors compared against TRE using
500 sample points with 1× 1× 1 mm3 SD positional noise, 4◦ SD angular noise (top),
and 1×1×2 mm3 SD positional noise, 8◦ SD angular noise (bottom) in Exp. 3 of the
noise model experiment. The two measures exhibit correlation for both isotropic and
anisotropic position noise with correlation coefficient of 0.91 and 0.92, respectively.
170
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Figure 5.12: Noise model experiment: residual errors compared against TRE using
500 sample points with 1× 1× 1 mm3 SD positional noise, 4◦ SD angular noise (top),
and 1×1×2 mm3 SD positional noise, 8◦ SD angular noise (bottom) in Exp. 3 of the
noise model experiment. The two measures exhibit correlation for both isotropic and
























CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 5.13: Noise model experiment: parameter sweep results show that D-IMLOP
produces lower errors when the noise assumptions are optimistic, and errors increase


























CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 5.14: Outlier experiment: mean TRE with different number of outliers
using D-IMLOP. Note that errors are increasing with increasing modes because for
this experiment the number of modes used to estimate the shapes equals the number
of modes used to simulate the deformed shape from which points were sampled.
Figure 5.15: Outlier experiment: residual errors compared against TRE using the
right nasal cavity meshes with 0% outliers. The two measures exhibit correlation
with a correlation coefficient of 0.93.
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Figure 5.16: Outlier experiment: residual errors compared against TRE using the
right nasal cavity meshes with 10% (top) and 20% (bottom) outliers. The two mea-























CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 5.17: Scale experiment: additional scale optimization increases TRE as
compared to when scale optimization is not required.
Figure 5.18: Scale experiment: errors in scale estimation using D-IMLOP with

























CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 5.19: Leave-one-out experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced
by D-IMLOP compared against that produced by CPD and SSM using the middle












CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 5.21: Leave-one-out experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced
by D-IMLOP compared against that produced by the SSM estimate using the right
nasal cavity meshes in the leave-one-out experiment.
182
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Figure 5.22: Leave-one-out experiment: residual errors compared against TRE
using the middle turbinate meshes in the leave-one-out experiment. The two measures
exhibit correlation with correlation coefficients of 0.65.
Figure 5.23: Leave-one-out experiment: residual errors compared against TRE
using the right nasal cavity meshes in the leave-one-out experiment. The two measures


































CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 5.25: Partial data experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced by





















CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 5.26: Partial data experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced by
D-IMLOP compared against that produced by the SSM estimate using the right nasal
airway meshes.
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Figure 5.27: Partial data experiment: residual errors compared against TRE using
the pelvis (top) and right nasal airway (bottom) meshes. The two measures exhibit
























CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 5.28: Failure detection experiment: confusion matrix using Ep alone (top)
and both Ep and Eo (bottom).
191
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Figure 5.29: Failure detection experiment: both Ep (top) and Eo (bottom) are
correlated with the TRE with correlation coefficients of 0.73 and 0.62, respectively,





















CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 5.30: Failure detection experiment: confusion matrix using Ep alone (top)
and both Ep and Eo (bottom).
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Figure 5.31: Failure detection experiment: although Ep is weakly correlated with
the TRE (top) with a correlation coefficient of 0.58, Eo does not show correlation
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CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 5.33: Leave-n-out experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced by
D-IMLOP.
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Figure 5.34: Leave-n-out experiment: residual errors compared against TRE show
that the two measures exhibit high correlation using the facial expression data with a
correlation coefficient of 0.81 (top), and weak correlation using the human pose data




















CHAPTER 5. D-IMLOP ALGORITHM
1. A. Sinha, S. D. Billings, A. Reiter, X. Liu, M. Ishii, G. D. Hager, R. H. Tay-






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 6. GD-IMLOP ALGORITHM
















Therefore, the sum of square angular residual is now
ndata∑
i=1



















0 κi − 2βi 0











and has a chi-square distribution with 2ndata DOF. Therefore, a registration that has
not already been rejected based on the quality of the positional component of matches
can be rejected by comparing ESqrAnisoAngRes(x̂ni , ŷni , κi, βi, γ̂1i , γ̂2i ,R) with the value






































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 6. GD-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 6.2: Sample size experiment: increasing TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) with






#samples D-IMLP(%) D-IMLOP(%) GD-IMLOP(%)
Experiment1 1000 73.33(100.00) 100.00(66.67) 100.00(96.67)
1500 76.67(86.96) 100.00(63.33) 100.00(96.67)
2000 80.00(100.00) 100.00(66.67) 100.00(100.00)
Experiment2 1000 56.67(100.00) 86.67(100.00) 96.67(100.00)
1500 46.67(100.00) 96.67(100.00) 100.00(93.33)
















CHAPTER 6. GD-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 6.4: Residual errors compared against TRE using 2000 sample points in
Exp. 1 (left) and Exp. 2 (right) of the sample size experiment. The two measures































































































CHAPTER 6. GD-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 6.11: Noise model experiment: residual errors compared against TRE using
500 sample points with 1×1×1 mm3 SD positional noise, 4◦ SD (e = 0.5) angular noise
(top), and 1× 1× 2 mm3 SD positional noise, 8◦ SD (e = 0.5) angular noise (bottom)
in Exp. 3 of the noise model experiment. The two measures exhibit correlation for
both isotropic and anisotropic position noise with correlation coefficient of 0.81 and
0.83, respectively.
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Figure 6.12: Noise model experiment: parameter sweep results show that GD-




























































CHAPTER 6. GD-IMLOP ALGORITHM
Figure 6.14: Scale experiment: additional scale optimization increases TRE as
compared to when scale optimization is not required.
Figure 6.15: Scale experiment: errors in scale estimation using GD-IMLOP are
similar to those using D-IMLOP and remain stable with increasing number of modes.
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Figure 6.16: Leave-one-out experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced
by GD-IMLOP compared against that produced by CPD and SSM using the middle
turbinate meshes in the leave-one-out experiment.
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Figure 6.17: Leave-one-out experiment: runtime comparison between CPD, D-
IMLP, D-IMLOP and GD-IMLOP.
Figure 6.18: Leave-one-out experiment: errors produced by CPD compared against
TSE using the middle turbinate meshes in the leave-one-out experiment. The two
measures do not exhibit correlation and, therefore, errors produced by CPD cannot
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Figure 6.19: Leave-one-out experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced
by GD-IMLOP compared against that produced by the SSM estimate using the right
nasal cavity meshes.
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Figure 6.20: Leave-one-out experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced
by GD-IMLOP with e = 0 (dotted green curve) compared against that produced by
D-IMLOP using the right nasal cavity meshes.
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Figure 6.21: Leave-one-out experiment: residual errors compared against TRE
using the middle turbinate meshes in the leave-one-out experiment. The two measures
exhibit correlation with correlation coefficients of 0.61.
Figure 6.22: Leave-one-out experiment: residual errors compared against TRE
using the right nasal cavity meshes in the leave-one-out experiment. The two measures
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Figure 6.24: Partial data experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced by
GD-IMLOP compared against that produced by the SSM estimate using the pelvis
meshes.
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Figure 6.25: Partial data experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced by
D-IMLOP compared against that produced by the SSM estimate using the right nasal
airway meshes.
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Figure 6.26: Partial data experiment: residual errors compared against TRE using
the pelvis (top) and right nasal airway (bottom) meshes. The two measures exhibit
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Figure 6.27: Failure detection experiment: Confusion matrix using Ep alone (top)
and both Ep and Eo (bottom).
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Figure 6.28: Failure detection experiment: Both Ep and Eo are correlated with the
TRE (bottom) with correlation coefficients of 0.92 and 0.96, respectively, when the
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Figure 6.29: Failure detection experiment: Confusion matrix using Ep alone (top)
and both Ep and Eo (bottom) at p = 0.95.
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Figure 6.30: Failure detection experiment: Confusion matrix using Ep alone (top)
and both Ep and Eo (bottom) at p = 0.9975.
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Figure 6.31: Failure detection experiment: both Ep (top) and Eo (bottom) are
weakly correlated with the TRE with correlation coefficients of 0.56 and 0.58, respec-
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Figure 6.32: Failure detection experiment: mean TRE and standard deviation
increase as Eo increases (top), and average error at each vertex computed over all
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Figure 6.34: Leave-n-out experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced by
GD-IMLOP.
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Figure 6.35: Leave-n-out experiment: TSE (top) and TRE (bottom) produced by
GD-IMLOP.
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Figure 6.36: Leave-n-out experiment: residual errors compared against TRE show
that the two measures exhibit high correlation using the facial expression data with
a correlation coefficient of 0.78 (top), and no correlation using the human pose data
with a correlation coefficient of 0.18 (bottom).
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6.6 Concluding remarks
A novel deformable variant of G-IMLOP, known as the generalized deformable
iterative most likely oriented point (GD-IMLOP) algorithm, is presented in this chap-
ter. This algorithm is able to compute the optimal alignment between a mean shape
and data samples and simultaneously deform the mean shape to estimate the shape
represented by the data samples. GD-IMLOP shows improvement in accuracy with
increasing number of data samples, and is not significantly affected by increasing
number of outliers. GD-IMLOP also shows improvement in performance as the noise
model assumption becomes more pessimistic. These results make GD-IMLOP a fa-
vorable option for real world applications where data samples may be sparse, noisy,
and contain outliers. Since GD-IMLOP produces improving results as the assumed
noise model becomes larger than the true noise model, it allows GD-IMLOP to make
extremely pessimistic assumptions when noise in data samples is unknown and hard
to estimate and still perform well.
GD-IMLOP is able to match the performance of CPD in terms of errors using more
than ∼ 20 modes, and is about 1.5–2× faster than CPD. GD-IMLOP also does not
suffer from the high memory requirements of CPD. Finally, unlike CPD, GD-IMLOP
produces errors that correlate with the true error allowing it to make confidence
assignments for registrations based on these errors. Although GD-IMLOP produces
highly accurate registrations, further improvements can be made using additional
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CHAPTER 7. DEFORMABLE VIDEO-CT REGISTRATION
Figure 7.1: Using RcnStr01 (top), registration results using D-IMLP (left) and D-
IMLOP (middle) show failed registrations, while that using GD-IMLOP (right) shows
good alignment (along with some outliers). RcnStr02 (bottom) yields better results,
with all three algorithms producing good alignments. However, we can see that the
number of outliers or bad matches (red points matched to the outside of the nose)








































Al 1.09(±1.03) 4.74 0.50
Ep 0.76(±0.14) 0.99 0.50
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Clinical applications of statistical
shape models of sinuses and
surrounding structures
Statistical shape models (SSMs) are extremely powerful tools and their advan-
tages are not limited to interventional clinical applications. SSMs can be used for a
variety of different applications in the study and understanding of anatomy prior to
interventions to inform whether or what kind of interventions will prove useful, and
also post interventions to understand what kinds of modifications best treat different
symptoms. In order to diagnose an abnormality to inform what kind of intervention is
required, there needs to be a strong understanding of what is normal. Such diagnoses



































































CHAPTER 8. CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
8.1.1 Variation in population
As mentioned before, a clear understanding of the nasal airway and sinuses in
a normal population is critical in understanding deviations from normal. In order
to achieve this understanding, SSMs of different structures were built and variations
along different modes or principal axes were observed. These structures include the
maxillary sinuses, relatively simple structures within the nasal passage like the nasal
conchae or turbinates, as well as the full complex nasal passage along with the struc-
tures within.
Sinuses are formed due to the pneumatization of bones, or formation of cavities
within bones, that occurs over several years until about the age of 20. The maxillary
sinuses are perhaps the simplest sinuses to automatically and reliably segment because
they are formed by the pneumatization of the maxilla or the upper jawbone and do
not interact with the septum. This is a key difference between the maxillary sinuses
and the remaining sinuses, frontal, ethmoidal, and sphenoid. This interaction with
the septum in the frontal, ethmoidal, and sphenoid sinuses complicates the pneuma-
tization since the septum often deviations from the middle of the nasal cavity. If the
deviation is large, it may not be captured during deformable registration between
CT images causing errors in automatic segmentation. The ethmoid sinuses are by far
the most complicated sinuses because the pneumatization process in pseudostochastic
leading to the formation of several chambers in the ethmoid bone compared the two
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Figure 8.1: Front view of the right maxillary sinus: (L-R) Modes 1 to 5 with variance
ranging from −3 (top) to 3 (bottom) SDs.
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Figure 8.2: Right view of the right maxillary sinus: (L-R) Modes 1 to 5 with variance
ranging from −3 (top) to 3 (bottom) SDs.
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Figure 8.3: Front view of the left maxillary sinus: (L-R) Modes 1 to 5 with variance
ranging from −3 (top) to 3 (bottom) SDs.
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Figure 8.4: Left view of the left maxillary sinus: (L-R) Modes 1 to 5 with variance
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Figure 8.5: Front view of the inferior turbinates: (L-R) Modes 1 to 5 with variance
ranging from −3 (top) to 3 (bottom) SDs.
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Figure 8.6: Right view of the inferior turbinates: (L-R) Modes 1 to 5 with variance
ranging from −3 (top) to 3 (bottom) SDs.
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Figure 8.7: Front view of the middle turbinates: (L-R) Modes 1 to 5 with variance
ranging from −3 (top) to 3 (bottom) SDs.
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Figure 8.8: Right view of the middle turbinates: (L-R) Modes 1 to 5 with variance
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Figure 8.9: Front view of the right nasal airway: (L-R) Modes 1 to 5 with variance
ranging from −3 (top) to 3 (bottom) SDs.
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Figure 8.10: Right view of the right nasal airway: (L-R) Modes 1 to 5 with variance
ranging from −3 (top) to 3 (bottom) SDs.
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Figure 8.11: Front view of the left nasal airway: (L-R) Modes 1 to 5 with variance
ranging from −3 (top) to 3 (bottom) SDs.
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Figure 8.12: Left view of the left nasal airway: (L-R) Modes 1 to 5 with variance










































































































































































Relative error in cross sectional area
estimation of the internal nasal valve
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Relative error in cross sectional area
estimation of the external nasal valve
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Table 8.2: Percent errors in cross-sectional area estimation of the external nasal
valve.
# modes Mean relative error (± SD) Median relative error
0 0.155 (±0.130) 0.132
10 0.143 (±0.117) 0.112
20 0.193 (±0.355) 0.119
30 0.157 (±0.178) 0.122
40 0.149 (±0.195) 0.107
50 0.121 (±0.117) 0.095
8.2 Concluding Remarks
The application of the methods presented in this dissertation towards several
clinical applications is demonstrated. SSMs of various anatomical structures enable
an understanding of the types and extents of variation present in population. The
variance present in the maxillary sinuses, middle and inferior turbinates, and the
nasal cavity is shown. Population data can also be used show periodic variation in
structures that occurs in every individual. For instance, the nasal cycle is responsible
for the periodic expansion and contraction of the nasal turbinates. This periodic
variation can be observed in population data. Further, the deformation registration
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natural variations,” Proc. SPIE 9784, Medical Imaging 2016: Image Processing,
97840D (2016)
2. A. Sinha, S. D. Billings, A. Reiter, X. Liu, M. Ishii, G. D. Hager, R. H. Tay-










































provement in results using D-IMLOP and GD-IMLOP over D-IMLP is as expected
since D-IMLOP and GD-IMLOP use orientations in addition to position features and,
therefore, make use of more information to compute the registration. D-IMLOP and
GD-IMLOP produce comparable results when the noise in the orientation components
is isotropic and both algorithms make isotropic noise assumptions. However, if the
noise in the orientations is anisotropic, then GD-IMLOP outperforms D-IMLOP since
GD-IMLOP is able to accurately model the anisotropic noise, whereas D-IMLOP is
only able to model isotropic noise. All three algorithms show improvement with in-
creasing number of data samples and do not show large deterioration in the presence
of outliers since they all employ outlier rejection mechanisms. D-IMLP shows stabil-
ity under changing noise assumptions, whereas D-IMLOP shows better performance
when noise assumptions are more optimistic because the simplicity of its formulation
leads to faster convergence. GD-IMLOP, on the other hand, shows improvement in
performance as the noise assumptions become more pessimistic. Coherent point drift
(CPD), a standard deformable registration algorithm, outperformed both D-IMLP
and D-IMLOP in terms of errors, but GD-IMLOP was able to match the perfor-
mance of CPD using ∼ 20 modes. However, in terms of runtime, D-IMLP was faster
than CPD with fewer than ∼ 35 modes and comparable with more modes. Both
D-IMLOP and GD-IMLOP were faster than CPD by about 5–8× and 1.5–2×, re-
spectively. Further, none of the algorithms presented in this dissertation suffer from
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